Emerging Technologies Track
What’s it like to join this program? You’ll launch your career as a technical expert. How? With 18 months of training
and assignments in software development and project management. Here, you’ll work with the latest programming
languages and software delivery methodology – all at an accelerated pace.

Details and Requirements
Program Type:
Location:

Length:
Area of Focus:

Start Date:
Apply:
GPA:
Relocation:

Education:
Degree Focus:

Work Authorization:

Development Program –
Full-time, paid
Dallas, TX; Atlanta, GA;
Middletown, NJ; Hoffman Estates,
IL; Bothell, WA; San Ramon, CA;
St. Louis, MO
18 months
Software Development, Process
and Requirements Development,
Project Management, and/or
Technology Operations, User
Experience / Design and Data
Analytics
January and June
Ongoing
3.2+
Individuals that relocate to
Dallas or Atlanta may be
considered for relocation
assistance
Bachelor’s or Master’s
Computer Science, Information
Systems/Technology, Business,
MIS, Engineering
Applicants must have
unrestricted right to work in the
US on a permanent basis

Check Out All The Things
You’ll Learn
How will the Emerging Technologies Track
launch your career? You’ll work with
technology experts to keep AT&T on the
cutting edge of innovation, gain exposure to
core IT operations and participate in learning
workshops. You’ll also tackle technical
assignments in software development,
process and requirements development,
project management and technology
operations. Awesome, right?
The best part is, you’ll join a group of highly
motivated peers – each with different IT
skills and experiences. That means you’ll
have the opportunity to share ideas and
learn something new every day.

Inside Stories
“The Emerging Technologies Track is full
of support from peers and management to
help you make the transition from
academics to the corporate environment.
In my experience, it allowed me to develop
skills that translate into various roles
throughout the company.”
Sheldon, Emerging Technologies
Track Graduate
“This track provides the connections you
need to become a successful member of
the AT&T family. You’ll have many resources
and people to rely on when seeking
information or help. Now, I love being able to
share my own knowledge and relationships
with current participants.”

Apply
now!

Tyler, Emerging Technologies
Track Graduate
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